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What is happening with AI?

● I woke up one morning, checked LinkedIn, and EVERY SINGLE POST had 
something to do with ChatGPT

● ChatGPT is a “large [generative] language model” 
○ LLM (more on this later)
○ GPT = Generative, pre-trained transformer (more on this later)

● Companies are pivoting in a big way to “Generative AI”
○ Microsoft invested 10 Billion in OpenAI, the creator of ChatGPT
○ Buzzfeed is using ChatGPT to create content

● There is also generating photo-realistic images, but I will focus today only on 
LLMs
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Related Research

● Master’s thesis on language modeling (2011)
● Enriching Large Language Models (LLMs) with multimodal 

information to improve semantic knowledge (NSF CAREER)
● Developing and maintaining infrastructure for incremental, 

interactive, spoken dialogue systems (RETICO project)
● Making LLMs smaller, incorporate multiple modalities, learn through 

interaction  (NSF CAREER)
● Developing a model of robot emotion generation and recognition 

(NSF CAREER)
● Child Assisted Search Tool (NSF CISE)



What is happening with AI?



ChatGPT 
(*magic*)

Text in (in the form 
of a prompt, e.g., 
“write an email 
responding to …”

Text out (“Dear Mr. 
Tannen, 

I always appreciate 
questions from 
concerned parents …”



A Brief History of Language Models



What is a language model?

A LM is something that captures sequential information. Most commonly, a 
sequence of words in a body of text. 

Example:

     I would like two scoops of …. ?

“I hear the word ‘model’ but what even is that?” 

● A model is a formal (often mathematical) representation of a phenomenon



What do you mean by “model”?

Language is often “modeled” as the probability that a word follows an observed 
sequence of words. 

How far back in
a text should we go 
to predict what
comes next?

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2022/01/building-language-models-in-nlp/



What n-gram LMs are not good for

Long-distance 
dependencies

E.g.: “I met Biff last 
week. I have to say, 
of all people I have 
ever met, he …”

Counting up 
words and word 
sequences 
doesn’t capture 
meaning of 
words.

Doesn’t actually 
play nicely with 
general purpose 
machine learning 
classifiers.



Neural Networks



Simple idea: function that maps input to output

Needed:

1. Function (y=mx+b)
2. Cost Function

(sum of residuals)
3. Update
       (change m & b, repeat)
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Simple idea: function that maps input to output in 
probability space

Needed:

1. Function  (                  )
2. Cost Function

(distance of points)
3. Update
       (change k & L, repeat)
    



Simple idea: function, cost, update

1. Function (y=mx+b)
2. Cost Function

(sum of residuals)
3. Update
       (change m & b, repeat)
    

1. Function  (                  )
2. Cost Function

(distance of points)
3. Update
       (change k & L, repeat)
    

Parameters!!!!
(weights, coefficients)



Simple idea: stack classifiers together



Simple idea: stack classifiers together

Each classifier has 
two parameters
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Each classifier has 
four parameters



(Deep) Neural Network

Each classifier has 
four parameters

Each classifier has 
four parameters

classifier has four 
parameters

Needed:

1. Function (y=mx+b)
2. Cost Function

(difference in output        
distribution)
3. Update
       (change top layer, then 
next layer down, repeat)
    



How do we make LMs better?
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Computational Semantics



What is semantics?

● Meaning of words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, documents
● How do humans learn meaning of words?

○ “red” (concrete)
○ “democracy” (abstract)

● Highly interactive, co-located with other people
● How do we convey meaning to machines, which ultimately work 

with ones and zeros?
○ Machine learning models require inputs to be continuous numbers



one-hot vectors

https://www.shanelynn.ie/get-busy-with-word-embeddings-introduction/one-hot-word-embedding-vectors/





word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)

https://community.alteryx.com/t5/Data-Science/Word2vec-for-the-Alteryx-Community/ba-p/305285



word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)

Tshitoyan, Vahe & Dagdelen, John & Weston, Leigh & Dunn, Alexander & Rong, Ziqin & Kononova, 
Olga & Persson, Kristin & Ceder, Gerbrand & Jain, Anubhav. (2019). Unsupervised word 
embeddings capture latent knowledge from materials science literature. Nature. 571. 95-98. 
10.1038/s41586-019-1335-8. 



Embeddings in 2 dimensions (tsne)

https://joeddav.github.io/blog/2020/05/29/ZSL.html



Attention & Transformers







http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer/





Training LLMs

https://www.sbert.net/examples/unsupervised_learning/MLM/README.html
https://lena-voita.github.io/nlp_course/language_modeling.html





Powerful idea: pre-training and fine-tuning

● Pre-train using generic language tasks that don’t require supervision like 
masking and next-word/sentence prediction. Only needs lots of text and time. 
The parameters in the model will learn something.

● Take the top off of the transformer, glue a feed forward neural network on the 
top of it, then tune it to some supervised task (e.g., sentiment classification, 
machine translation, topic modeling) using a smaller amount of data. 

● This paradigm changed NLP forever. 
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Natural Language Generation

*Some ideas taken from 
Christopher Manning’s slides 
on NLG



Uses of Generative LLMs 

● Machine translation (source language in, target language out)
● Dialogue systems
● Chatbots
● Question Answering Systems
● Summarization



Basics of Generation

Seed text, then predict next words given a vocabulary and sequence



Generation: two issues

Autoregression:

Predict the next word based on input + model’s ongoing output. That can steer the 
model to repeat outputs. E.g.: “he works at Boise State University Boise State 
University Boise State University ….”

Temperature:

To mitigate the issues with autoregression, models rank all words in the 
vocabulary (about 30k words), then pick the top N (e.g., 6) and randomly choose 
one. 



ChatGPT



ChatGPT

● GPT = Generative Pre-trained Transformer
● 175 billion parameters
● ChatGPT is a spinoff of InstructGPT, which introduced a novel approach to 

incorporating human feedback into the training process to better align the 
model outputs with user intent. Reinforcement Learning from Human 
Feedback (RLHF) is described in depth in openAI’s 2022 paper Training 
language models to follow instructions with human feedback and is simplified 
below.  

● OpenAI massively scaled up this process and made the interface useful
● https://towardsdatascience.com/how-chatgpt-works-the-models-behind-the-bot-1ce5fca96286



Step 1: Self-supervised fine-tuning



Step 2: Reward model



Step 3: Reinforcement Learning Model



Recap: LLMs & ChatGPT

● Better models (deep learning, attention/transformers), more (text) data, and 
improved meaning representations (embeddings), and improved training 
regimes (masked language modeling) makes language models very powerful 
for any task where language is automatically processed

● More parameters means more capacity for learning
● OpenAI took language models, scaled them up, and made them useful



Why Should I Care?



How people are using LLMs

● Handle mundane tasks
○ Answer emails, draft policies 
○ Get ideas, find references
○ Generate website content

● LLMs are good at general sequential learning
○ Language
○ Robot actions

● Write code



Companies doing things with LLMs/AI

● Chatbots for helpdesks (Wells Fargo, Intuit)
● AI + search (Perplexity)
● Generating images / sub-images (Canva)
● Company-only access LLM (Equifax, Kount)
● Generating descriptions of items (AirBnb?, Vacasa)
● LLM cloud / hosting (AWS, Azure, Google, Huggingface)
● Small language models (various)



https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s42001-024-00250-1





Conclusion 

● LLMs have many issues and limitations, but they are always being 
improved (more data, more modalities, more hardware)

● A lot is happening in Idaho:
○ Companies are adopting LLMs; small LMs are more common
○ Boise State is very actively applying LMs in classroom settings, research

■ Nice workshops on how Educators can use AI
○ School districts are responding

● What’s now/next: 
○ text, audio, images, video
○ small language models



Thank you


